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To say that pianist Marilyn Crispell, who turns 74 this 
month, has charted new territory would be an 
understatement. It would be just as accurate to say she 
has redrawn maps of old territory. At her hands, the 
keyboard leaps like a compass gleeful over its 
sentience, directing notes with the same force of 
intention that a seafarer would a ship carrying precious 
cargo. Whether solo or, as in the two discs presented 
here, in combination with others, she brings a reverent 
sense of space honed over decades.
 For ConcertOTO, she planetarily aligns with Eddie 
Prévost (drums) and Harrison Smith (bass clarinet, 
saxophones) for a traversal of freely rendered terrain. 
Recorded live in November of 2012 at London’s Café 
OTO, the album documents most of what went down on 
that stage. On the one hand, it’s a study in contrasts. “An 
Exploratory Introduction” opens with just that, reacting 
to space as much as defining it. The “Finale” balances it 
with forthright exposition. At many points between 
them, however, something powerful happens—a magical 
kind of coalescence that only musicians who truly listen 
to one another can achieve. And so, whereas “A 
Meditative Interlude” is a dreamy combination of 
pianistic icicles, moonlit bass clarinet and hand-swept 
drums, its quiet moments are no match for the main 
concert portions flanking it. In those, one will find a 
veritable catalog of touchpoints linking chains around 
the ears. In this respect, Crispell is a master collage artist. 
Because nothing is planned, passages of exhale make the 
inhalations that much tenser and wilder with possibility. 
Prévost is a fabulous player, never losing track of the 
inner thread even when he severs it while Smith treats 
time as a physical dimension. Their occasional exchanges 
in absence of piano are just as visceral. An interesting 
coincidence that the club’s name is homophonous with 
the Japanese word for “sound”, as this is a gift articulated 
in that very medium.
 Streams pairs Crispell with Yuma Uesaka 
(saxophones, clarinets), whose compositions constitute 
the set in its entirety. If ConcertOTO was about being in 
the moment, then this meeting of minds is about 
connecting moments as one would a constellation: 
each piece is minimally indicative of its title and, over 
time, seems to take on those characteristics as if by 
default. If anything connects the two projects, it’s 
willingness to move wherever the winds of inspiration 
blow—this, despite the through-written nature of 
every melody Uesaka offers on the altar of 
improvisation. Hence the beautifully contradictory 
atmosphere at play. The title track and “Torrent” are 
exactly as they should be. The former feels like water 
that pools and eddies when blocked by fallen branches; 
the latter like a cannonball dive. Further dichotomies 
of description abound in the prophetic tinge of 
“Meditation”, in which a bass clarinet courts the 
piano’s deepest growls. Elsewhere, dialogues are 
pushed to extremes, each infused with equal parts 
catch and release, before funneling into “Ma / Space”, 
for which the duo welcomes Chatori Shimizu on the 
shō (Japanese mouth organ) for an added touch of 
sunlight through branches.

For more information, visit matchlessrecordings.com and 
nottwo.com

Solo improv albums are difficult ventures: when they 
succeed they inspire but at their worst descend to 
solipsism. The two entries here, by Canadian Lina 
Allemano and Portuguese Susana Santos Silva, offer 
dramatically different perspectives on solo trumpet.
 Allemano’s Glimmer Glammer is a highly listenable 
and enjoyable venture filled with a plethora of ideas. 
Her roots are in the hardbop tradition, as is clear  
on three of the pieces: “Butchfink”, highlighting muted 
trumpet with bucket-like runs, rapidly repeated 
phrases and an attractive tone; opening of “Portrait of 
Sticks”, with its simple melodic head and confident 
spiraling and sometimes dazzling strings of notes and 
occasional distorted tones and trills; and closing “One 
Man Down”, which ends with simple whistling, 
following an accessible series of more traditional open 
jazz phrasing, interspersed with whooshes and muted 
trumpet. “Clamour” takes a different tack, built on 
circular breathing: a single growling tone, unchanging 
unless you listen closely and notice the variations—  
an approach that Silva takes to another level on her 
date. What is most fascinating, though, is the variety of 
approaches and strategies pursued by Allemano. The 
title track, the most compelling piece, opens with 
percussion-like ‘materials’ and morphs to all sorts of 
advanced techniques, from rapid-fire notes to 
swooshes, muted tones, sucking and popping sounds 
and more. Although less than 40 minutes in length, this 
important album is a worthy part of Allemano’s 
repertoire and further evidence of her growing skills.
 Recorded at her home in Porto, Portugal, The Same 
Is Always Different is Silva’s exploration of the extremes 
of silence and pure sound, a conceptual recording 
applying an austere mindfulness to solo trumpet. Silva 
has a distinguished career and has explored a variety 
of genres, including important albums such as This 
Love, with pianist Kaja Draksler and with a more jazz-
oriented quintet on Impermanence, an album that, as 
with The Same Is Always Different, addresses the way 
we view changing phenomena. On lengthy opener 
“The”, she drones for more than 20 minutes, adding 
only a metal cookie box as a mute, causing a buzzing 
sound. If you listen very closely, the single note 
changes slightly in its timbre, focus and vibration, 
though not much in its middling volume; it is slow and 
mysterious and may be perceived as spiritual by those 
in an open frame of mind. “Same” is overdubbed, 
lasting only a couple of minutes, but with a bit more 
movement. “Is” amplifies dramatically a swooshing 
sound, which, at first blush, seems static, but crackles 
and changes over time. “Always” features overdubbed 
sounds, producing a long drone, which, as with “The”, 
evolves slowly over its 12 minutes but may be a tad 
more accessible due to manipulated sounds. The 
closing “Different” is probably the most welcoming, 
with a scratchy, louder vibration that moves slowly 
and with a single tonality, but clearly transforms 
slightly throughout. Silva has produced something,  
a document of our times, when many people are forced 
to stay in their homes, facing potential sameness and 
consequential boredom, a special album with a lot to 
say about life, but one that is difficult listening.

For more information, visit linaallemano.com and 
susanasantossilva.com
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Dottie Dodgion was a professional jazz singer as a 
teen, but she would make her name plying a 
different set of skills. In a career that began in the 
‘40s and continued for seven-plus decades, the 
91-year-old author of this often-engaging memoir 
drummed with legendary musicians and played 
storied venues, distinguishing herself in a male-
centric milieu. “The guys were not going to give it 
up—the drummer was the balls of the band—and  
I really had to prove it,” she writes. Dodgion and 
co-author Wayne Enstice acknowledge that she has 
long “languished in obscurity” and they understand 
that some readers might be more familiar with Jerry 
Dodgion, an accomplished saxophonist she married 
in the ‘50s (they later separated). The Lady Swings  
is “an eleventh-hour rescue” mission meant to 
bolster her status as a pioneer who paved a route 
followed by Terri Lyne Carrington and other 
prominent women drummers. 
 Her youth in California was shaped by music 
and by several deeply painful incidents. When she 
was five, Dodgion says, her father, a jazz drummer 
who had split with her mother, “kidnapped” her 
and took her along as he played West Coast 
“roadhouses and strip joints”; one night, an intruder 
broke into her father’s room and locked her in a 
closet. Her first stepfather raped her; her second 
died in World War II. At 16, she was the singer in  
a touring band led by Bay Area jazz guitarist  
Nick Esposito. 
 Her father didn’t teach her to drum, but she was 
nonetheless drawn to the instrument. Though she 
worked numerous “humdrum gigs”, Dodgion 
briefly served as the drummer in bands led by Benny 
Goodman and Dave Brubeck. She took the stage at 
the Village Vanguard and the Half Note. And when 
she toured Europe with Melba Liston’s band, 
celebrated jazz writer Leonard Feather praised her 
in print. A Manhattanite in the ‘60s, she was always 
ready to work: “If a drummer took sick, was late, 
had habits, or lived in New Jersey and couldn’t get 
across the bridge, I was there.” As of the winter of 
2020-21, Dodgion was still playing shows at a 
California hotel.
 Dodgion is good on craft. Her description of 
learning how to keep “a standard swing rhythm”—
she’d silently repeat “apple pie”, then “duplicate 
that sound on the stand-up tom”—is vivid and 
memorable. But if her recollections of overcoming 
sexist agents and musicians are inspiring, this book, 
like many memoirs, contains questionable 
quotations and scenes that read like embellished 
depictions of reality. Dodgion quotes from 
conversations she neither witnessed nor took part in 
and virtually everyone she encounters simply 
adores her. This is an interesting book about an 
eventful life in music, but you wouldn’t necessarily 
call it an authoritative version of events.

For more information, visit press.uillinois.edu
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